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The LensCulture Art Photography Awards 2024, organized by LensCulture, a renowned photography magazine

based in the Netherlands, stands as a prestigious event in the world of photography. This competition is distinctive

for its broad scope and inclusive approach, welcoming a diverse array of photographic works. From conceptual art

and gallery-ready prints to innovative images crafted through alternative processes and cutting-edge digital formats,

the awards celebrate the wide spectrum of creativity in contemporary photography. The competition is a beacon for

photographers who aspire to showcase their unique vision and exceptional skills, providing a platform for both

emerging and established artists to gain international recognition.

In this year’s edition, the awards are particularly focused on embracing the evolving nature of photography in the

digital age. By setting no predefined limits or boundaries on the submissions, LensCulture encourages

photographers to push the envelope in terms of creativity and originality. Whether participants choose to submit a

single striking image or a cohesive series, the emphasis lies on the thematic or aesthetic coherence of their work.

This approach not only highlights the artistic vision of the photographers but also underscores their ability to

communicate and resonate with a global audience. The competition serves as a catalyst for artists to explore and

present unseen, unheard, and unspoken narratives through their lenses, making it a hub for innovative and

thought-provoking photography.

The LensCulture Art Photography Awards 2024’s commitment to diversity and creativity is matched by its

dedication to offering a global stage for photographers. With its extensive network and a reputation for excellence,

LensCulture provides a unique opportunity for photographers to gain exposure and connect with a wide audience of

photography enthusiasts, critics, and industry professionals. The competition not only celebrates the artistic

achievements of its participants but also plays a pivotal role in shaping the future of photography. By embracing a

wide range of photographic styles and encouraging artistic freedom, the LensCulture Art Photography Awards

continue to be a leading force in discovering and promoting the finest photographic talents from around the world.

One photo can be submitted for free, with $10 for each additional photo. There’s a fee of $35 for 5 single-image

entries and $45 for a maximum of 10 photographs judged as a series.

https://graphiccompetitions.com/photography
https://graphiccompetitions.com/


Eligibility

Open worldwide to photographers over 18 years of age.

Prize

The awards include cash prizes for single image and series winners, with $2,000, $1,000, and $500 for the first

three places in single images, and $3,500, $2,000, and $1,000 for series winners. Winning photographers will have

their work exhibited in New York during The Photography Show, receive media coverage, and have their work

projected at international photography festivals. Additionally, an opening reception will be held in New York for

networking and art appreciation.
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